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the simulation should provide a range of exam difficulty settings. if the difficulty level is set too high, it will
only take you a few minutes to finish the test, but if you set it too low, it will take you weeks to finish the
test. you should be able to set the difficulty level according to your current condition. if you are practicing
on the exam simulator, you should be able to set the difficulty level based on your capability. rita has built
an international reputation for her project management theory, techniques, and certifications. in 1991 she
founded a project management training company rmc. this company that rita founded continues to create
innovative education solutions that will help people learn new skills and advance in their careers. pm
fastrack (rita pmp exam simulator) was developed by rits companies, rmc. the first version was developed
15 years ago, the pm fastrack cloud version 9 is a simulator prepared for the 2020 pmp exams, compatible
with the pmbok guide, sixth edition. for more than 25 years, rita mulcahys pmp exam prep book has been
helping project managers all over the world pass the pmp exam. to complement the book, rmc published
its exam simulation software and then the hot topics flash cards, creating an integrated system (the
system) to pass the pmp exam. the system was supplemented by an audio book. these products are
effective and (along with our pmp exam prep elearning course) provide a comprehensive approach to
preparing for the pmp exam for those students wishing to self-study for the exam. get started with rita
pmp exam simulator today. we offer a money-back guarantee if you are not satisfied with this product. the
pdf files are available for download on our website. a simple program designed to simulate the pmp exam.
you will find a fully tested and authenticated solution to prepare for the pmp exam. several of the tasks
included in the exam are customized to the rita pmp exam simulator. now that you understand the rita
pmp exam simulator, please click on the link below to download the free tutorial guide.
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if you want to save time and effort, you can download the demo exam and try your hand on it. if you want
more, you can go to the online demo which provides the user interface of the system. the online demo is

the exact same system as the online exam preparation system, including the questions, answers,
explanations, etc. rita pmp exam prep is a simulator that simulates the pmp exam that you might take
during your study process. you can take the pmp exam simulation and see the question types. you can

also take the pmp practice exam and see your results. you can also explore the pmp exam report from the
exam score analysis screen. after you have completed your exam simulation, you can analyze the

questions you got right and wrong in the exam score analysis screen. to help the candidates answer
questions faster and more accurately, the simulator should have a question generator. in the practice

tests, it should be able to generate questions from the test bank. this will help you to practice any topic
that you are weak in. for example, if you are weak in the audit procedure, you can practice it by generating
questions from the audit procedure topics. the questions should be generated from the test bank itself and
not just based on the book. it should have the ability to generate questions from the auditors. this will help

you to prepare questions related to auditors. the system should be able to use questions from different
topics. this will help you to practice any topic that you are weak in. for example, if you are weak in the

audit procedure, you can practice it by generating questions from the audit procedure topics. the questions
should be generated from the test bank itself and not just based on the book. it should have the ability to

generate questions from the auditors. this will help you to prepare questions related to auditors.
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